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XPLORE II SXS
DECK

XPLORE II SXS DECK FITS
6.2" TO 8" TRUCK BOX C/W

TWO RAMPS

This unique design allows you to
easily change from a short box to

a long box within minutes.

The Marlon
Xplore II SxS deck has your needs
covered. Designed to carry 2 and 4

place side
by sides up to 120”s max length. With

the addition of the optional SxS
extension you can take on machine
up to 165”s in length! The Xplore II

works
with the 50” wide trail machines up

to the widest factory SxS 76”.



The deck comes standard
with 10’ ramps that have 4”

side safety edges making
them safe and secure when

loading and unloading.

Carries 2 & 4 door machines up to
120"s (Machine Length) (Standard)
Optional deck extension allows
you to carry machines up to 165" in
length (2020)TM.
 Rated for 2800Lbs 
76" Wide to fit the widest factory
machines
New Design, New Ramps allow 50"
narrow SXS's to be loaded (2020)
TM
Adjustable legs - Fits 8' L/B & 6'2"
S/B trucks
SS hardware
Tire Tie down design takes the
sway from the machine out of your

 
 

     thoughts and does not affect your 
     SxS suspension

FEA - computer stress analysis
design testing
Field tested
During the design we kept loading
safety in the forefront of the
design
from the ramps to the deck!
10' ramps safe and secure
Rung grips make loading safe
Winch mount plate and pull point
Movable side steps for secure
entry as well as tying down your
machine
Positive park position, bolt on
front cradle (2020)TM

Carry your SxS and pull your trailer

SAFE

SMART

Positive park position, front
tire cradle (2020)TM
Tire tie down kit - secure your
tires
Bolt down design

SECURE

The solid mount winch plate will
accommodate a winch

and is also designed with a pull
point, so you can use your SXS

winch if so equipped!

Now go out and Xplore!

All-aluminum build, with
powder coat paint finish
and only weighs 360lbs!


